The vague volcano-seismic clock of the South American Pacific margin
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Abstract. During his trip on the Beagle, Charles Darwin wrote about the eruptions associated with the Concepción earthquake of 1835. A later survey by Lorenzo Casertano, following the great 1960 Chilean earthquake, identified some unclear evidence of a link between eruptions and the seismic event, although some reservations were also raised. Using data available in 2006 in the Smithsonian Institution Catalogue of volcanic eruptions, Scalera revealed grounded evidence that South-American Wadati-Benioff zone earthquakes of magnitudes greater than 8.4 are associated with an increased rate of volcanic eruptions, but it was still impossible to determine a causal link between the two phenomena. An average return period of about 50 yr was deducible from the data for the time window 1800–1999. After 2006, the Smithsonian Institution’s effort to improve our knowledge of this region has greatly increased the completeness of the catalogue, adding the eruptions from the 2000–2010 interval, together with 50 % more new entries in the list of Andean volcanoes. The great Chilean Maule earthquake of 27 February 2010 ($M = 8.8$), occurring exactly five decades after the 1960 event, provided an occasion to reanalyse this updated database. The results suggest a preferential causal eruptions-earthquake relationship, but additional future volcano-seismic events should be studied to arrive at a definitive conclusion, within the perspective of using this phenomenon for Civil Protection. The possible correlation of South American volcano-seismic events with the Markowitz oscillation of the Polar Motion is another good reason for trying to establish an integrated geodynamic explanation.

1 Introduction

Plate tectonics claims the existence of a near-planar distribution of hypocenters along the Wadati-Benioff zones. Instead, the new global catalogue of relocated hypocentres (Engdahl et al., 1998) makes it possible to resolve the once blurred planar – or spoon-like – patterns of non-relocated foci into a series of clusters that narrow with increasing depth. Such unexpected characteristics make it impossible to continue sustaining the large scale subduction hypothesis (Scalera, 2007c). Consequently, possible new relations between the South American hypocentral clusters and geological surface features can be considered, and volcanic activity could be among the most important phenomena. This paper shows that, by analysing the Smithsonian Catalogue of Volcanic Eruptions, strong evidence of a correlation between Andean volcanic eruption rate and major earthquakes can be recognized.

The suspicion of a general correlation between earthquakes and eruptions goes back to ancient historical times, but regarding the Andes, a famous case is Darwin’s account of the eruptions that occurred in a narrow time window around the date of the great earthquake of Concepción (Southern Chile, 20 February 1835):

\[\ldots\], at the same hour when the whole country around Concepcion was permanently elevated, a train of volcanoes situated in the Andes, in front of Chiloe, instantaneously spouted out a dark column of smoke, and during the subsequent year continued in uncommon activity. It is, moreover, a very interesting circumstance, that, in the immediate neighbourhood, these eruptions entirely relieved the trembling ground, although at a little distance, and in sight of the volcanoes, the island of Chiloe was strongly affected. To the northward, a volcano burst out at the bottom of the sea.
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From the perspective of physical science, at least three physical phenomena have been hypothesized as driving the interaction between volcanoes and earthquakes (Hill et al., 2002; Manga and Brodsky, 2006; Kanamori and Brodsky, 2001): static stress variations, viscoelastic relaxation, and dynamic stress induced by seismic body waves and surface waves.

- A static stress variation is transmitted after the slip of a fault or the filling or emptying of a magmatic chamber. This is a versatile process, because – depending on azimuth, dip, and position of the fault relative to the volcano – a seismic event can induce eruptions alternatively either by increasing the compression on the magma chamber, helping to squeeze it toward the surface, or by diminishing the compression with consequent development of gas bubbles that can favour the eruptive process. Conversely, eruptions or filling of magma chambers can decompress the surrounding region causing disequilibrium of fluids and favouring earthquakes and/or eruptions, or can increase existing compressive forces, triggering latent instabilities of faults and/or magma chambers.

- Viscoelastic relaxation is linked to a slow propagation of plastic deformation in the viscous upper mantle. A sudden rupture of the crust (but also the filling or emptying of a magmatic chamber) can deform the mantle immediately underlying the Moho, and the deformation can be relaxed by viscous flow of the mantle materials. This slow process can influence the occurrence of seismicity at tens of kilometres from the initial hypocenter, also triggering a concatenated series of events.

- Dynamic stress is responsible for increased rates of seismicity and eruptions at very remote distances from hypocenters of strong earthquakes. It is transmitted by seismic waves, which – albeit with very low associated stress and strain in the far-field – can modify the state of collective systems of fractures or microfractures permeated by fluids.

The above mentioned physical interaction processes are mostly considered as “final steps” with earthquakes and vol-canoes thought to be mutually linked through their action (Nostro et al., 1998; Hill et al., 2002). However, it should be noted that until the first half of the 20th century a “common cause” was invoked to explain quakes and eruptions. In 1904, Hull wrote:

The connection between earthquake shocks and volcanic eruptions is now so generally recognized that it is unnes-sary to insist upon it here. All volcanic districts over the globe are specially liable to vibrations of the crust; but at the same time it is to be recollected that these movements visit countries occasionally from which volcanoes, either re-cent or extinct, are absent; in which cases we may consider earthquake shocks to be abortive attempts to originate vol-canic action.
In the early years of the 1970s correlated sequences of earthquakes and eruptions were still hypothesized as due to a common cause, this being periods of tectonic instability and increased tensional conditions (Latter, 1971). Today the geosciences are dominated by the paradigm of plate tectonics, and a possible common cause for eruptions and quakes has been identified as the process of subduction. This has led to acceptance of the three physical processes mentioned above as the primary causes of mutual triggering, due to the impossibility of considering sufficient the degree of the fusion and partial melting produced by friction in the very narrow slip region during a seismic event. However, bearing in mind that subduction is really only a hypothesis, other physical processes can reasonably be considered.

Due to its potential implications, an alternative conception worth scrutinizing is the non-compressional explanation for mountain building (Ollier, 2003; Scalera, 2007a, 2008). The main advantage of the non-compressional schema is the possibility of explaining major shallow earthquakes not as the subhorizontal slippage of a subducting lithosphere but as sudden vertical movements along the complementary perpendicular fault plane of the focal mechanism (Scalera, 2007c), under the forearc. This alternative interpretation suggests a common secular process involving the complete South American Pacific margin in a slowly expanding Earth framework.

2 Reanalysis of the Smithsonian updated database

A first analysis in 2006 of the Smithsonian Institution database for the South American Pacific margin was published in the 2007 NCGT Newsletter (Scalera, 2007b) and a report was submitted to a Joint Commission of Italian and South American scientists held in Rome in 2007 (by R. Dimaro, INGV delegate). A contribution regarding the South American volcano-seismic correlation was presented at the 2nd Humboldt Conference in Lima, Peru, 5–9 March 2007 and published next year (Scalera, 2008). The results of the Lima paper (Scalera, 2008) were purely phenomenological and did not indicate a causal link. Nevertheless, they did present the possibility (not the certainty) of a repetition of the correlation-events with an imperfect periodicity of about 45 yr.

Finally, the next volcano-seismic event occurred in 2010 (Chile, Maule, 27 February, \(M = 8.8\)) and a full reanalysis using all the additional data was performed. This present paper was prepared with the aim of better defining the cause-effect link between South American eruptions and major earthquakes.

In 2006, the volcanoes list included 41 names and a total of 504 eruptions (discredited eruptions have been excluded). Today, the Smithsonian Institution database has been implemented and on the same Andean region it lists 66 volcanoes with activity from 1800 to the present time (25 new entries, an increase of more than 50 %; Cordón Caulle was split into Puyehue-Cordón Caulle and Puntiagudo-Cordón Cenizos) and a total of 833 eruptions (see Table 1).

Although not explicit in the preceding work (Scalera, 2008), it is clear that the subdivision of the time-axis on a calendar year basis (using a minimum resolving power of 1 yr) is an artefact – dictated by a frequent lack of days and months for the catalogued onset and conclusion of eruptions – inapplicable in nature. This subdivision of time into a series of equal adjacent intervals lasting 1 yr is necessary for the treatment of the data for drafting Fig. 1 and histograms like Fig. 2, but it introduces a “quantization” of the time-axis with some undesirable effects. For example, if the onset of an eruption is in November 1980 and the conclusion of the eruption in, say, March 1982, should the last three months be counted as activity in 1982 – totalling three years of eruptive activity – or should we disregard this “tail”, and count only two years of activity? Many different alternatives are possible. However, when reanalysing the data the following set of five criteria were adopted:

Table 1. The number of eruptions of the Andean belt from 1800 to 2010 subdivided by decades. A comparison is made between the old Smithsonian Institution Database (Siebert et al., 2011) and the new updated data mainly used in this study. In the column on the right the difference between the new and old decadal values is displayed. In 2010 there were 11 eruptions, and 2011 and 2012 are still not definitively catalogued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decades</th>
<th># Eruptions in the old catalogue</th>
<th># Eruptions in the updated database</th>
<th>Δ#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1800–1809</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1810–1819</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1820–1829</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1830–1839</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840–1849</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850–1859</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1860–1869</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1870–1879</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880–1889</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890–1899</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900–1909</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910–1919</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920–1929</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930–1939</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940–1949</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950–1959</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960–1969</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970–1979</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980–1989</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990–1999</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000–2009</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1a. The complete catalogue of eruption data for the Andean belt from 1800 to 2010. The data was collected by the Smithsonian Institution (Siebert et al., 2011). Light blue bands mark the new entries in the volcanoes list compared to the data used in analysis a few years ago (Scalera, 2008). On the time axis 1800–2010 the eruptions are represented by rectangular bars, horizontal length of which is equal to the duration of the eruption and following the Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) colour scale on the right. The coloured names of the volcanoes are subdivided according to the three volcanic districts (northern-red, central-black, southern-blue). Counting the eruptions by years or triennium a graph like the following Fig. 2 can be drawn.
i. For calculating the duration (in years) of an eruption, the onset is shifted to January of the start year. Consequently a duration of, for example, one month or one day is counted as one. Durations of eleven, thirteen, and twenty-five months are counted as one, two, three years, respectively.

ii. If the onset month is unknown, it is assumed to have been July and the preceding rule (i) is applied.

iii. If the concluding month is unknown, it is assumed to have been June and the preceding rule (i) is applied.

iv. If the concluding year is unknown, the same onset year is assumed as the conclusion.

v. The value of the triennial rate of eruption is assigned to the last year of the triennium (while in Scalera, 2008, it was assigned to the central year).

Following these rules a complete reanalysis and reinterpretation of the data was performed. The new results are summarized in Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4.

In Fig. 1, the complete set of eruption data is shown along the time axis from 1800 to the present time. The geographical locations of the volcanoes listed in Fig. 1a are plotted in Fig. 1b. The consequent histograms of eruptions per triennium is represented in Fig. 2, confirming the existence of spikes of higher eruption rates coinciding with major earthquakes of $M \geq 8.5$ (for comparison see the analogous figures in Scalera, 2008). The running period of three years was chosen because it offers a light moving average for the data, recording (point “v” of the rules) what happened before the end of the period. In Fig. 2 it can be inferred that there are major seismic events that are not associated with clearly increased eruption rates – a first small piece of evidence in favour of a cause-effect process from eruptions toward great earthquakes. In this study the details of 4 events of coincidence out of 5 events are discussed (instead of only 3 as in Scalera, 2008). Possibly this data set is still insufficient to arrive at a definitive conclusion but it can provide new clues about the geophysical processes involved. The four detailed plots of all the eruptions occurring in the four time intervals lasting from a few years before to a few years after the great earthquakes of 1868, 1906, 1960, 2010 are shown in Fig. 3a–d. The following discussion mainly analyses Figs. 3 and 4.
3 The volcano-seismic events in details

3.1 The 1868 event

The 1868 earthquake ($M = 8.5$) occurred on 13 August, at 16:45 LT, near Arica, Chile. This case (Fig. 3d and Fig. 4d) is well after the period of marked incompleteness of the catalogue that characterized the first half of XIX century (which makes it impossible to analyse the preceding 1835 volcano-seismic event), but the lack of knowledge regarding the onset date of several eruptions, and considerations as to the cause of this ignorance can lead to some new reasoning. At that time, the news of recent and on-going eruptions was collected only by visual witnesses, either provided by inhabitants of areas close to the volcanic activity or people visiting to inspect the slopes of volcanoes and observing new active emissions or consolidated magma and ash flows. The start date for the eruptions may have been confused with the date of observation, displacing the event many months ahead and possibly one or more years ahead. This could be the case of the small set of eruptions of uncertain onset date grouped in 1869 (Fig. 3d).

The northern and southern volcanic districts were more strongly activated in this event, while one would have expected a greater activation of the central district (where the hypocentre was located). Static stress variation or viscoelastic relaxation are more likely to influence the near field, or a large region surrounding the event. This involvement of a remote volcanic district – in addition to the existence of great seismic events that are not associated with clear increases in eruption rates (Fig. 2) – is evidence for a more general cause acting on this phenomenon. The reason for the exclusion of dynamic stress as the main cause will become clear at the end of this discussion.

3.2 The 1906 event

This event (Fig. 3c and Fig. 4c) is complex because it is in fact two great earthquakes (Ecuador, 31 January: $M = 8.8$; Lat = 01.0 N, Lon = 81.5 W; Chile, 16 August; $M = 8.4$; Lat = 33.0 S, Lon = 72.0 W) that occurred in the same year, seven months and 3500 km apart. However, from Fig. 4c, the district that seems to be dominant is the southern one (light blue colour), totalling 19 eruptions in the time interval 1905–1908, while only 5 eruptions occurred in the northern district. In Fig. 3c two groupings of eruptions appear – the middle of 1906 and the middle of 1907. No increased volcanic activity is present in the interval 1902–1905. But there is a real possibility that this lack of eruptions may only be apparent. At least four eruptions (Huequi, Calbuco, Cerro Azul, Puracé) have unknown onset dates in 1906, and three (Nevados de Chillan, Llaima, Ubinas) in 1907. Therefore, considering the reasons explained above for the preceding 1868 volcano-seismic event (unreliable methods for determining eruption starting dates), the real distribution on the time axis may be very different, and it could be that some of the actual eruptions onsets occurred many months before or even one or two years earlier.

Considering that the greatest seismic event of 1906 was the Ecuador quake ($M = 8.8$), and that it occurred on the northern segment of the South American Pacific margin (map in Fig. 4c), the volcanic eruptions that started in the northern volcanic district were too few to be taken into consideration (Reventador continued an eruption from 1899 to an unknown month of 1906, and Puracé erupted as VEI = 2 on a unknown date in 1906 or before) in a discussion of the mutual influence of eruption rates and earthquakes. Instead, an increased number of eruptions occurred (starting in 1906 and 1907, but due to the assumed uncertainly of the starting dates, these could have been many months before) on the Chilean segment of the margin (southern volcanic district), near the hypocentral zone of the $M = 8.4$ quake (Villarrica, Huequi, Calbuco, Cerro Azul, Nevado de Chillan, Tupungato, Carran los Venados, Llaima, and a second time Villarrica and Cerro Azul). The possible redistribution of these southern-district eruptions on the time axis – towards earlier dates – could ideally lead to a balance between the eruptions preceding the August 1906 $M = 8.4$ seismic event and the ones following it. But until a more precise set of data is found in historical archives regarding the actual starting times of individual eruptions, there is no way of resolving this problem in favour or against the precursory occurrence of an increased
eruption rate for this 1906 coincidence event. The data and
their low quality (in the early decades of 20th century) still
do not substantiate either of the two opposite cause-effect
relationship, namely Eruptions-Earthquake or Earthquake-
Eruptions. Only a final joint scrutiny of the four volcano-
seismic events might help resolve this dilemma.
Fig. 4. Details of the eruption rates separated according to the three volcanic districts. The colours are assigned as in Fig. 1. The trend toward a precursory occurrence of a higher eruption rate is clear passing from the 1868 to the 2010 correlation event. The central volcanic district seems somewhat passive in producing high eruption rates, even on the occasion of the 1868 earthquake that occurred near the central district. The southern district was involved in all the four events. The higher eruption rates of both the northern and southern districts in 1868 and 2010 are evidence of a possible link with global geodynamic phenomena.
3.3 The 1960 event

The strongest earthquake ever recorded (Chile, Sunday, 22 May 1960; Lat = 38.0 S, Lon = 72.3 W, \( M = 9.5 \)) was well within the era of more modern scientific instrumentation (seismometry was by then more advanced) and surveying facilities (rapid transportation, aeroplanes, helicopters, etc., although landing difficulties to directly observe lava flows or debris were still cited in 1960 by Tazieff). The hypocenter was located facing the central part of the southern volcanic district, whose volcanoes – as can be seen in Fig. 4b – were those most involved in the volcano-seismic correlation.

As occurred in the 1906 event, but less clearly, two groupings of eruptions appear along the time axis, mid 1960 and mid 1961. The few eruptions that occurred in the northern volcanic district can be considered unimportant for the present analysis (Fig. 3b and Fig. 4b) and the southern volcanic district dominated over the modest activation of the central district. The Sangay volcano continues its eruption from 1934 to the present day, and the other eruptions of the northern volcanoes do not exceed their normal background rate. Instead, an increase in the eruptions of the southern district can be seen in Fig. 4b. Tupungatito erupted several times from January 1958 to 1964, followed by some eruptions of Villarrica and then by San José, Planchon Peteroa, Lautaro, Cordon Caulle, Copahue, Llaima, and Calbuco. The southern district passed from one or two, to six eruptions in 1959, seven in 1960, and five in 1961. The central district’s eruptions rose to four in 1960.

What remains unresolved is the position on the time axis (Fig. 3b) of a few eruption onsets in 1959 (San José) and 1960 (Copahue, Llaima, Villarrica, Isluga, San José), which would have helped to better define the precursory character of the eruption rate. But at least a real jump from two to six eruptions can be clearly observed from 1958 to 1959 on the southern district, with a jump from zero to four in the interval 1958–1960 in the central district. In this case an increased number of eruptions before the great earthquake is claimable with certainty.

3.4 The 2010 event

The great Chile earthquake of 2010 occurred on Saturday, 27 February off the coast of the central Maule Region with a Magnitude \( M = 8.8 \). This time (Fig. 3a and Fig. 4a) all the onset dates of the eruptive events are known thanks to improvements in satellite, aeronautical, and remote digital land surveillance methods. The rate of eruptions in the northern and southern volcanic district increased to 6–7 eruptions/year in 2008–2009.

The northern volcanic district became particularly active in the interval 2007–2009, while the central district with its one or two eruptions/year does not contribute to establishing this volcano-seismic correlation event. Therefore, the claim of increased volcanic activity in the northern and southern districts before the great earthquake of 2010 can be considered as well grounded. The higher eruption rates of both northern and southern districts should be considered as evidence for the global geodynamic nature of the phenomenon.

3.5 Joint scrutiny of the four volcano-seismic events

Passing from the older coincidence events to the 2010 case, a trend is clear – as soon as the data are more precisely located on the time axis – of an increased rate of eruptions before the main seismic events (Figs. 3 and 4). It needs to be checked whether this is a real trend or biased by some incompleteness of data. Taking all four volcano-seismic events of 1868, 1906, 1960, and 2010 together, it can be deduced that going from oldest to most recent, the situation changes progressively from “great earthquake followed by many eruptions” towards “many eruptions preceding a large earthquake”. This becomes clear for the correlation event of 1960 and extremely clear for 2010. Old, inaccurate methods of surveying and gathering news in order to establish the start of eruptions may be the reason for a systematic error that could postpone the onset of many eruptive events by months or even years. Obviously, the confirmation of this trend in favour of a precursory occurrence of an increased number of eruptions before a mega-earthquake must be confirmed by analysing the time axis distribution of future volcanic events and earthquakes on this active margin.

Confirmation of the occurrence of an increased number of eruptions before any future major South American Pacific margin earthquakes could make it reasonable to discard the hypothesis of an influence of dynamic stress in the activation of volcanic districts very remote from the hypocenter. Moreover, the presence of great seismic events not correlated to peaks of increased numbers of eruptions along the time axis (Fig. 2) is further strong evidence of the prevailing importance of volcanic events in driving the physical phenomenon that generates the volcano-seismic correlations.

4 The relevance to emergencies management

The possibility of forecasting the imminent occurrence of a potentially disastrous geophysical event has for a long time been seriously considered by the geosciences community (Nigg, 2000). A number of lists of candidate precursors of seismic or volcanic events exist, and the longest list is of seismic precursory phenomena (Caputo, 1987; among many others). But none of these seismic forecasting methods has been validated because of enduring insufficient statistical relevance of the association of the precursory event to the earthquake. Complex methodologies based on old ideas of “pattern recognition” (Keilis-Borok et al., 1988) are under experimentation (Panza et al., 2009), but a second phase of real-world application is still remote.
The events have not stopped occurring since 1835 (a probable underestimated magnitude earthquake). Five events and four time intervals are available.

Table 2. The recurrence of the volcano-seismic events. In the first column the years of the five events deductible from the sufficiently complete part of the Smithsonian Institution database (see Figs. 1 and 2). The elapsed time between two consecutive events is shown in the central column. The average recurrence between two consecutive events is 43.75 yr, with a 68 % probability of re-occurrence of the events ±8.5 yr, centered on the 43.75th year after the last recorded event.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of event occurrence</th>
<th>Elapsed time between events (yr)</th>
<th>Average recurrence (yr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1835</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1868</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1906</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>43.75 ± 8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Is the eruptions-quakes correlation in some way relevant to prediction? It is necessary to try and answer the question: in which space window, which time window, and with what consequences could the event repeat in future. Clearly, the answer will only be satisfactory if an adequate contraction of the space-time-window of event occurrence is achieved.

In this practical case of the South-American correlation events the following main observations are:

i. The events have not stopped occurring since 1835 (a probable underestimated magnitude earthquake). Five events and four time intervals are available.

ii. The time window of 68 % probability of re-occurrence of the events is ±8.5 yr centred on the 43.75th year after the last recorded event (Table 2).

iii. In the more recent pair of cases – when the catalogue is more complete – an increased rate of eruptions has preceded the seismic event in some volcanic districts.

iv. The space window can be narrow in longitude but – due to peculiar characteristics of this correlation-phenomenon – its latitudinal length can be in excess of 1500–2000 km in latitude (the maximum length of a volcanic district).

It is self-evident that, on the basis of the available data for the mean recurrence time, the time window cannot be contracted to a useful period of a few days or weeks. The “clock” of the correlation events is too vague, and currently it is impossible to establish whether their occurrences are subordinate to a unique mantle process, assuming this process could be hypothesized. Consequently, it cannot be stated with certainty that the large time intervals to date (four intervals observed) between two consecutive events will be repeated in future, or that in virtue of a possible (not refutable at the present time) independence of the regions and of the events, the time intervals could be reduced to a few years or even months.

Time lapses of 43 yr are too long for use as a seismic alarm serving to induce a population to temporarily leave their homes. Clearly, forecasting would be excessively loose, but recognition of a long average interval between two consecutive events, and a standard deviation (σ68% = 8.5 yr), could allow long-intermediate term planning of a series of preventive initiatives, mainly reinforcement of existing buildings and the progressive creation and maintenance of a coastal security strip in the tsunami prone areas, where no new houses should be built and existing ones should be removed or relocated.

On the other hand, even in the hope of implementing continuous counting of eruptions, the space window cannot be well defined. An attempt could be made to put the eruption rate of the whole Andean volcanic chain under constant observation (see the abstracts from the preconference book of O. Macedo on “Surveillance of Peruvian active volcanoes”, and of J. Macharé on the “Role of the National Scientific Institutions in Natural Disaster Prevention in Peru”), and also to distinguish between the rates of the three volcanic districts. It might be hoped to identify the district in which eruptions are becoming more numerous but it would be impossible to reduce the latitudinal width of the emergency zone to narrower than the district itself without the support of other combined methods.

As can be deduced from Fig. 4, the complexity of this phenomenon is greater than expected. With reference to the new updated catalogue, in the 1868 case all the districts were activated (Fig. 4d) but mainly the two adjacent to the one in which the seismic event occurred (the northern and the southern). In 1906, the main event (31 January, $M = 8.8$) was located in the northern district, but (Fig. 4c) the main increase in volcanic activity was recorded in the southern district, probably linked to the August Chilean $M = 8.5$ event. The 1960 earthquake seems to be linked to a major activation of southern volcanism with a diminishing increase in eruption rates in the central and northern districts, rather grossly proportional to the distance (Fig. 4b). Finally, in the years preceding the 2010 seismic event, which occurred on the southern district region (Fig. 4a), it was the northern district that was strongly activated (more clearly from 2007), followed in 2008–2009 by the southern one. Despite the consequent impossibility of associating an enhancement of the eruption rate of a specific district to an earthquake occurred in the same district, the volcano-seismic correlation events occur with their typical peaks of volcanic activity, as shown in Fig. 2.

A further difficulty for a possible prediction methodology derives from deep earthquakes, like the Bolivian event of 1994. In the time series in Fig. 2 a ramp of increasing eruption rate per triennium is discernible, beginning almost to exceed the background in 1983. The triennial eruption rate
in Fig. 2 reached a peak value of 24 eruptions in 1994, which is greater than the rate associated with the 1906 event (the 1868, 1960, and 2010 events reached 26, 29 and 31 eruptions, respectively). A false alarm would be launched if as alarm criterion was adopted the reaching or excess of, for example, a 23 eruption triennial rate (the minimum peak rate of the 1906 event). The question remains whether or not this kind of false alarm could be avoided.

More in-depth studies are therefore needed, and it can only be hoped that in the future forecasting (with narrower time and space windows) will be possible in “joint venture” with additional methods (e.g. gaps, pattern recognition, etc.; see Gelfand et al., 1976; Caputo et al., 1980; Keilis-Borok et al., 1988; Panza et al., 2009; among others).

5 A link to global geodynamics

The apparently complex behaviour of the region indicates some fundamental process still not fully understood. It is important to note that this behaviour cannot be adequately explained within a framework of plate tectonics. This is because it is impossible to correlate a major production of magmatic materials without a major production of friction-heat associated with the seismic events produced by subduction, making it impossible to sustain the implausible causal earthquake-to-eruptions chain. The cooperation of all the districts in the expression of the phenomenon is a clue of its origin in a general tectonic process. This “cooperation” does not fit within the currently accepted framework because of the incompatible geometry of the Nazca plate boundaries and its transform fault intersections with the Andean Pacific margin, in relation to the northern and southern volcanic districts. The above cited views of Latter (1971) seem more realistic, and a preceding paper by Scalera (2006, 2012a) could be linked to the described phenomena in a general way. A slowly pulsating expansion could be the common cause of phenomena so far considered independent of each other. An integrated solution (Scalera, 2012b) could interpret the oscillatory behaviour of the TPW, of Polar Motion, with its direction towards South America, the same trend towards Nazca of the chains of volcanic edifices of the Pacific, and the so called ‘Neotectonic Period’ (Ollier, 2003; Scalera, 2010) as all produced by pulsations and effects on different time scales of the Earth’s expansion.

Polar Motion (PM) and True Polar Wander (TPW) are two phenomena that plate tectonics tends to consider as independent processes. Polar Motion is explained by hypothesizing a subtraction of mass due to the melting of the ice cap in the Northern Hemisphere mainly on the Canadian Shield. This slow deglaciation cannot be extrapolated by more than 1 Myr in the past, while it is necessary to reconnect PM to a TPW that has been in progress for hundreds of millions years. Attempts have been made to ascribe TPW to advections of mass related to geoidal shape, patterns of which are impossible to know in the remote geological past (Steinberger and O’Connel, 1997). When two phenomena clearly of the same origin are kept separate by a theory, this is a sign of a serious lack of coherence in the theory itself.

This anomaly can be resolved in the asymmetric expanding Earth schema by assuming an emplacement of mass in the Southern Hemisphere in the Nazca region. In this interpretation the TPW path through geological time, with its statistics at 50 Myr and subsequent inversion of sense (Besse and Courtillot, 1991, 2002; see figures in Scalera, 2006, 2012a, 2012b) when the region of the maximum expansion passed the equator, is naturally linked to the position of the region of maximum planetary expansion and unbalanced emplacement of mass in the global paleogeography of the expanding Earth framework (Scalera, 2006, 2012b). It should be remembered that many other asymmetries of the deep Earth have recently been discovered (Aubert et al., 2008; Garnero and McNamara, 2008; Wookey and Helffrich, 2008; Monnereau et al., 2010), and the possibility remains that most of them could be associated in a unique explanation in the ambit of planetary expansion.

Consequently, in this view, possible pulsations in the extrusion of new mass in the Nazca region could be associated with increasing or declining eruption rates along the Andean volcanic belt. Evidence in favour of this is the involvement of both of the northern and the southern volcanic districts in the correlation events (Fig. 4), both districts being ideally crossed by the Nazca’s expanding ridge perimeter.

A more strict relation should then be expected between the peculiar South American volcano-seismic phenomena and the geodynamic signal provided by PM-TPW. Since a periodicity of a few decades is characteristic of both the volcano-seismic events and the Markowitz oscillation (Poma et al., 1991) a possible synchronicity between these phenomena should be sought (Fig. 5a). This kind of geodynamic correlation among different phenomena should not be surprising: an analogous correlation has already been detected in North America (Cascadia region), involving seismic tremors, geodetically measured slip and Chandler Wobble period (≈14 months). The correlation was first revealed by Rogers and Dragert (2003) for the time period 1997–2003, without recognizing the role of the Chandler Wobble. The phenomenon was later confirmed by Rubinstein et al. (2010), who noted synchronicity with the PM polhody period of 14 months but claimed irrelevance of PM periodicity in driving the correlation (Fig. 5c).

Following this line of reasoning, the same plot in Fig. 5a shows both the secular polar motion (a suitable running average was applied to all the PM data from 1846 to 2009; data from IERS web facilities) and the time of occurrence of the volcano-seismic correlation events.

Only three volcano-seismic events can be correlated to the 1846–2009 series of PM data, namely the events of 1906, 1960 and 2010 (Fig. 5a). The PM data preceding 1900 are not homogeneous with the 1900–2009 data, and the PM path
Fig. 5. (a) Oscillating path of the Secular Polar Motion starting from the earliest available data (1846). The data before 1900 exhibit an inextricable loop (in red) and they are not homogeneous with the 1900–2010 series. The three stars represent the times of the volcano-seismic correlation events along the secular PM path. The correlation events of 1960 and 2010 occur ten years after a lustrum of nearly total stasis of the PM (in 1945–1950 and 1995–2000), but this cannot be observed for the 1906 event because of the unreliability of the pre-1900 PM data. (b) Comparison between the low quality data before 1900 and higher quality modern data. The polhody (in red) a few years starting from 1846 and a few years before 2009 is fully represented beside the secular path of the centre of the polhody. Modern and oldest PM astrogeodetic data also differ in the methodology of acquisition. The radius of the PM’s spiralling (Chandler Wobble with $\approx 14$ months period) fluctuates between a few meters and about 15 m, while the total journey of the Secular PM is about 30 m. (c) An analogous correlation (the graph is redrawn from Rubinstein et al., 2010) exists between a shorter frequency in PM (the $\approx 14$ months period) and other geophysical phenomena in the North America Cascadia region – see the text for explanations.

from 1846 to 1900 is not reliable for any form of interpretation. The events of 1960 and 2010 occur about 12 yr after a five-year window of “stasis” in the secular PM (a very low velocity, witnessed by the extreme proximity of the annual averaged points in the plot). While the data do not contradict the same mutual pattern between the event of 1906 and the PM data of the last decade of the XIX century, the non-homogeneity of data do not permit a positive conclusion (Fig. 5b). Therefore, only two mutual correlations can be envisaged between volcano-seismic events and PM. To ascertain the reality of this additional intriguing correlation (or synchronism with the Markowitz oscillation of PM) a larger number of volcano-seismic events are needed. This kind of natural phenomena over extended temporal scales is suitable for study by future generations of geoscientists. The next volcano-seismic correlation is expected to occur within 40–50 yr.

6 Conclusions

A reanalysis of the Smithsonian Institution data for the South American region on the basis of a number of new entries in the listed volcanoes and the last great Chilean earthquake of February 2010, confirmed the occurrence of peculiar volcano-seismic events with a mean return time of $\approx 43$ yr. Historic thinkers were convinced that, as regards this subject and region, there was a triggering relationship from earthquakes to eruptions, but a detailed analysis, with additional discrimination in three volcanic districts, produces grounded evidence for a precursory increase in the eruption rate passing from the old incomplete catalogue (recording popular hearsay accounts or otherwise imperfect eruption onset dates) to the modern one (derived from Volcanology Observatories, satellite data, and aeronautical observations).
This evidence will require reinforcement from analogous investigations into future volcano-seismic events.

This time-relation between eruptions and earthquakes cannot be generalized to other regions of the Earth but can at least be of some help to the South American Civil Defence in programs for disaster prevention. The use of this precursory phenomenon as an individual tool for deterministic forecasting is not possible. Possibly, only the awareness of having entered a period of increased rate of eruptions can be established. This should not be considered a pessimistic position, but only an admission that the recorded real cases are still too few, with the presumption that future occurrences of volcano-seismic correlation events will be occasions to refine this knowledge and increase functional know-how for an eventual prediction project.

Nevertheless, information about increasing eruption rates should be provided to a wider forecasting program, like the pattern recognition program (Gelfand et al., 1976; Caputo et al., 1980; Keilis-Borok et al., 1988; Panza et al., 2009; among many others), in which other clues are mutually considered, like seismic gaps, general seismicity patterns, deep seismicity occurrences, etc. Only this or other more general research programs might eventually restrict the eligible emergency zones. On the South American Pacific margin, information of a rising eruption rate would be of invaluable importance for pattern recognition methods and for Civil Defence Authorities. In this perspective, some further centuries of data-collecting will be required to establish a more substantial solution and hopefully develop new perspectives on natural disaster prevention and forecasting.

In science it is important not only to resolve problems but also to propose new hypotheses. A very promising possibility is to link occurrence of volcano-seismic events to the general geodynamic behaviour of the Earth. On the basis of the similar periods of recurrence and the explanatory possibilities opened by an asymmetric expansion of the Earth (Scalera, 2012a, b), in particular concerning the secular PM path and the maximum Earth expansion rate on the Nazca region, a degree of synchronicity can be postulated between some characteristics of the Markowitz oscillation of the PM and the time series of the volcano-seismic events (Fig. 5). This possible synchronicity must again be confirmed or confuted by further centuries of data. In the case of a future confirmation, this would be the first example of a relationship between the extremely deep Earth (Markowitz oscillation is thought to be caused by flows near the core-mantle boundary) and the surface phenomena of an asymmetrical expanding Earth (Scalera, 2012b).

The progress that was hoped for, can be achieved only by adopting a new, more realistic geodynamic theory, which can only be an expanding Earth. It is also necessary that awareness of the South American phenomenon of volcano-seismic correlation becomes a more generally known concept. In this respect, a great writer, Antoine de Saint-Exupery (1900–1944), has already shown that the “volcanic chorus” can become part of general culture and that literature, poetry, music, and science can be nicely mixed:

*On le subit avec surprise dans ce paysage désaffecté, où mille volcans se répondaient l’un l’autre, de leurs grandes orgues souterraines, quand ils crachaient leur feu (We are astonished in this disaffected landscape, where a thousand volcanoes answer each other, with their huge underground organs, when they spit their fire) (de Saint-Exupery, 1939, *Terre des hommes*, in a chapter describing a flight along Andes).

The same “volcanic chorus” also greatly impressed Charles Darwin:

*When I compared the dates of these three [volcanic] events, I was astonished to find that they agreed within less than six hours of each other. Aconcagua is only 480 miles north of Osorno, but Coseguina is about 2700 north of Aconcagua. It may be asked, were these three eruptions, which burst through the same chain of mountains, in any respect connected, or was the coincidence accidental? We cannot be too cautious in guarding against the assumption that phenomena are connected, because they happen at periods bearing some determined relation to each other.* (Darwin, 1840)
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